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ABOUT DS

Founded in 2017, DS AGENCY has become a
worldwide recognized sustainability consultancy.
Global supply chains deserve global perspectives,
so I want to create real opportunities aside from
performative marketing actions. 

DS AGENCY is a space which honors fashion with
a brain and heart - made by humans for humans. 
I empower niche brands and advocate for dignity in
textile supply chains. I love working at the
intersection of technical knowledge and creative
mindsets to support a much-needed industry shift!



Textile Certifications and German Supply Chain Act
Artisan Cooperations and Global Collaborations
Sustainability Evaluations and Roadmap

From local production to artisan collaborations or
innovative materials - your supply chain is the
foundation of your business. I support brands to define
a responsible supply chain, which reflects on both,
regulations and values. 

Topics:

Previous clients include Control Union, Queen of Raw,
Project Cece, and others.

SUPPLY CHAIN
TRANSPARENCY 

Service I



Event Design and Retail Experiences
Public Speaking and Global Sustainability Trends
Conscious Communication Strategies

The concepts I create are motivated by the need for
diverse voices and honest claims. My expertise is a
source of reliable information and contemporary
aesthetics, which I can bring to your event, shop, trade
show or conversation. 

Topics:

Previous clients include Goethe Institut, Premium Berlin,
Peru Moda, and others.

SUSTAINABILITY
CONCEPTS

Service II



Sustainable Fashion Literacy and Business Ethics
Conscious Marketing and Brand Storytelling 
Future Fashion Scenarios and Global Sustainability
Culture

Sustainability is complex to teach. My aim is to find a
relatable but also thought-provoking approach to
connect with students or professionals via the need for
sustainability knowledge. My lectures are driven by real
life examples and best practices around the globe.

Topics:

Previous clients include FIT New York, AMD Germany,
Edutex, and others.

FASHION
EDUCATION

Service III



Long-term collaborations (per agreement)
Projects (per agreement)
Public Speaking (per agreement)
Panels and Talks (per agreement)
2-hour lectures (starting at 450 € plus VAT)
Workshops (1/2 day or 1 day, starting at 820 € plus VAT)
Consulting Calls (1 hour, 170 € plus VAT)

I am happy to discuss budgets and rates, as the potential
impact of my work motivated me to follow a dynamic
pricing system. 

You can book me for:

Once a month, I make time to work with a client, without the
regular compensation. Instead of paying my fee, we
exchange knowledge for items or social media visibility.

PRICING &
OFFERS
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CONTACT
PHONE EMAIL ADDRESS

WEBSITEOFFICE

+49(0)1633406440  hello@dsagcy.com

www.dsagcy.com10997 Berlin 
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